Lockdown Lowdown.
Issue 5 of M.i. Media's round-up of the latest market, industry and media trends

Over two months on from lockdown being imposed and restrictions are gradually being lifted. But
what does this mean for consumer behaviour, businesses and media vendors? We explore all of the
latest trends in M.i. Media’s fifth edition of Lockdown Lowdown.

Consumers still unwilling to spend despite lockdown
easing.
Consumer confidence has remained at record lows with consumers still unwilling to spend despite
the lockdown easing. GfK’s monthly consumer confidence index remained at -34 in May, 24 points
below where it was in May 2019. Though perceptions of people’s personal financial situation has
improved marginally month on month, propensity to make a major purchase stands at -47, so it
looks as though high ticket brands will have to work especially hard to persuade consumers to
part with their money. Meanwhile, in a recent YouGov survey, many sectors are worryingly taking
significantly less consumer spend with 54% of Brits saying that the pandemic has decreased their
spending.

Lockdown breeds a healthier (but not happier) and
more conscious consumer.
Latest IPA TouchPoints data reveals significant behavioural shifts, with changes to daily routines,
emotional state and content consumption being identified. Many of the happiness indicators are
showing a damaged effect on our emotional state, especially among the 65+. However it seems that
the nation is actually living a healthier lifestyle, spending more time sleeping, cooking and keeping
fit. More time spent at home has also seemingly bred a more conscious consumer, with more people
avoiding ‘unethical’ brands and showing concern about unnecessary packaging.

UK grocery growth continues to surge despite relaxed
lockdown restrictions.
In a recent Kantar report, take-home grocery sales
growth has increased to 14.3% year on year for the
12-week period up to 17th May, which is the fastest
rate since comparable records began in 1994.
Shoppers are visiting supermarkets less frequently
but spending nearly 50% more than they did prelockdown. Naturally it’s the online supermarkets
who are benefiting most, with nearly one in five
British households now ordering groceries online,
1.6 million more than this time last year. This data
supports YouGov's survey showing groceries as one
of the few sectors taking increased spend.

Daily Mail loses nearly half of its ad revenue amidst
challenging times for publishers.
Recent figures circulated by the Daily Mail and MailOnline show a heavy ad revenue decline of 46%
in April, with print taking the biggest lost at 69%. May is projected to have losses of a similar level.
Despite such losses and uncertainty surrounding circulation volumes, owners remain confident that
revenue will recover with growth from engaged online readers and digital ad spend showing signs
of revival.

Cash payments fall as majority of all UK transactions
now done by card.
Just 23% of all purchases made in the UK last year involved
cash, according to UK Finance, with cash payments declining
by 15% in 2019. Card payments continued to accelerate
however accounting for 51% of all transactions last year, it's
the first time card has made up more than half of all
payments. According to Natalie Ceeney who oversaw the
report, the COVID-19 pandemic “has accelerated the shift to
digital payments and further challenged the viability of the
cash infrastructure.”

Facebook announces the launch of 'Shops' for online
retailers.
Facebook has announced it is launching a new service called Shops across Facebook and
Instagram, and will also roll out onto messenger and WhatsApp too. They currently have
‘Marketplace’, but Shops will allow businesses to create a dedicated online store for free. Businesses
can choose their products and customise the look and feel of their shop. It will also support
integrations with the likes of Shopify, Bigcommerce, channeladvisor. Facebook will allow businesses
to integrate loyalty schemes, utilise ‘live’ shopping features (posted content etc.), and of course
advertising features. Snapchat has also entered the battle for eRetail ads with the official launch of
Dynamic Product Ads in the UK, allowing advertisers to display ads from a product catalogue rather
than producing specific creatives.

Digital Ad market showing signs of recovery since
lockdown.
In recent weeks it appears that the digital advertising market has largely recovered to pre-lockdown
levels. Despite huge growth in online audiences, digital ad spend plummeted driving cost deflation
across the market. Over the final two weeks of May we have seen these levels almost entirely
returned to pre-lockdown norms, with reported average CPCs down only 4% on pre-lockdown
standard. Other metrics such as CPM have similarly been steadily increasing by roughly 5%-10%
week on week, eventually seeming to stabilise in mid-May compared to the pre-lockdown levels of
early March.
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